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SOLO SPRAYERS

German manufactured Solo backpack sprayers are constructed of high density polyethylene and with 

high quality seals, gaskets and O-rings to provide excellent chemical resistance and durability.

Built-in strainers, screens and filters help keep debris out of nozzles. 

SOLO 401 HAND SPRAYER          1L           code  SPRA49

SOLO 402 HAND SPRAYER          2L           code  SPRA110

One hand sprayer that features a unique fully adjustable nozzle, a drip/drift guard and a hinged,     

multi-directional wand assembly. Easy fill, easy clean-up. 

SOLO 456 SPRAYER      5L       code  SPRA101

5L manual sprayer with 3 bar maximum pressure.

Easy cleaning, durable construction for the smaller jobs.

SOLO 457 SPRAYER      7.5L  code  SPRA112

7.5L manual sprayer with 3 bar maximum pressure. 

Easy cleaning, durable construction for the smaller jobs.

SOLO 473D SPRAYER      10L       code  SPRA29

Lightweight backpack sprayer with a proven diaphragm pump and a 10 litre tank size.

Maximum spray pressure 4 bar. Standard straps, lance and hose.

SOLO 475 CLASSIC SPRAYER    15L             code  SPRA22

Lightweight, non-corrosive, high density polyethylene tank with UV inhibitors

provides unmatched durability and reliability. With proven diaphragm pump

and a 15 litre tank size. Maximum spray pressure 4 bar.



SOLO 475 COMFORT LINE SPRAYER   15L            code  SPRA116

The 15L UV-resistant plastic tank is ergonomically designed for maximum

carrying comfort. Key features include adjustable pump levers, quality seals,

a handle with integral spray wand retainer and wide shoulder straps.

Maximum spray pressure 4-6 bar.

SOLO 475 PRO PROFESSIONAL SPRAYER    15L  code  SPRA60

Professional backpack sprayer, complete with lifting handle, extendable lance, pressure gauge,

adjustable brass nozzle and comfort adjustable, padded harness.

Stable, durable and low maintenance, even over long periods in use.  

High quality diaphragm pump. Suitable for use with professional pesticides. 

SOLO 432 MOTORISED MISTBLOWER SPRAYER        20L   code  SPRA48

   

The Solo 432 has a specially designed triple piston/diaphragm pump which offers the abrasion resistance

of a diaphragm, and the smooth action of a piston. A 20L tank and long running time enables the

operator to treat a larger area with fewer refills. Economical operation in the long term through
lower fuel consumption and low emissions.

SOLO 416 BATTERY POWERED KNAPSACK SPRAYER  20L    code  SPRA46

Impressive spraying performance with a 12V pump. Ergonomically shaped 20L container with comfortable

padded backpack section. Durable 500mm spray wand 1500mm long hose for tension-free arm movement.

Robust manual valve with silicon-dampened pressure gauge. 

Wide padded and comfortable straps with strain relief and stabilising waist belt.

SPRAYER HOOD FOR SOLO      code  SPRA26

Helps to reduce spray drift to avoid plant damage.

SOLO 433 MOTORISED KNAPSACK SPRAYER  20L  code  SPRA50

   

This Solo high-pressure sprayer with 20L capacity, reaches a controlled

operating pressure of up to 30 bar, achieving fine spray mist application,
even at extreme heights. 
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SOLO 475 PRO PRESSURE GAUGE               code  SPRA117

For spray pressure control.

The spray medium can be precisely applied at the pressure required. 

SPRAYER DIAPHRAGM KIT FOR SOLO                         code  SPRA38

Gasket repair kit.

SINGLE NOZZLE PACK FOR SOLO                                      code  SPRA25

Nozzle set complete with 9 nozzle tips.

TWIN NOZZLE PACK FOR SOLO                              code  SPRA21

Two pivoting nozzles for simultaneous spraying of two rows.

TRIGGER FOR SOLO                               code  TRIG

REPLACEMENT LANCE FOR SOLO                code  LANC

Plastic, 50cm, complete with nozzle.

TELESCOPIC LANCE FOR SOLO       

Brass telescopic lance 57cm - 100cm    code  LANC10  

Carbon telescopic lance 120cm - 230cm   code  LANC04

LANCE EXTENSION FOR SOLO    code  LANC11

Brass 75cm

4 NOZZLE BOOM FOR SOLO     code  NOZZ07

TWIN NOZZLE BOOM FOR SOLO    code  SPRA27
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COOPER PEGLER SPRAYERS 

CP Classic series has a contoured tank with rounded skirt and recessed straps. This allows the user 

to work for many hours without discomfort. It is simple to use. The spray tank is not pressurised and 

spraying is controlled from the trigger valve. Robust and lightweight design, diaphragm pump very 

resistant to impurities in water. Designed and built to comply with future international safety standards.

CP3 CLASSIC SPRAYER            20L             code  SPRA05

Robust, ergonomic and lightweight design.

Parts protected from damage by tank skirt.

Double filtration system.
Left / right hand operation.

CP15 CLASSIC SPRAYER                15L             code  SPRA15

Lightweight 15L tank.

Parts protected from damage by tank skirt.

Left / right hand operation.

PLASTIC TRIGGER FOR CP15 AND CP3                                          code  TRIG01

Compatible with plastic lance.

BRASS TRIGGER FOR CP SPRAYER                                 code  TRIG02

Compatible with brass lance.

SPRAYER HOOD FOR CP3/CP15                           Type 1    code  SPRA11

       Type 2    code  POLI01                                    

Helps to reduce spray drift to avoid plant damage.

Two types are available:   

Type 1: Wide shield for spraying inter–row.     

Type 2: Policone sprayer hood.
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REPLACEMENT LANCE FOR CP3/CP15                 code  SPRA02

High resistance fibre glass reinforced plastic. 
50 cm.

LANCE EXTENSION                                                          code  LANC08

Ideal for distant targets.

1 metre.

BRASS LANCE FOR CP SPRAYER                                 code  LANC06                    

 

Compatible with brass trigger.

NOZZLE DOUBLE FOR CP3/CP15                                               code  NOZZ08                    

Double Nozzle for higher volumes with a fine mist.

NOZZLES 

FLAT FAN                                                                  code  NOZZ22

POLYJET                                                          code  NOZZ25

Various colours available.

4 NOZZLE BOOM FOR CP SPRAYER                                            code  NOZZ05

 

Ideal for covering large areas fast.

1.5 metre wide.
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SPRAYER SERVICE KIT CP3/CP15                                     code  SPRA35   

Prepacked Service Kit essential for easy maintenance and to reduce down time.

Designed and built to comply with international safety standards.

Spare parts available to order.

EVENSPREY CLUB 25L PEDESTRIAN SPRAYER              code  SPRA16

Battery-powered, pedestrian operated spray machine, designed for accurate and 

economical application of liquid fertilisers and other treatments to turf.

• 25litre tank with 20cm lid and filter 

• Treats 500m2

• Anti-flip tank stops 

• 1500mm wide single independent spray boom 

• Storage clip for the spray boom, which folds away for transportation 

• Rechargeable9 amp/hr 12v battery lasts 3.5 hours on a single charge

• Comfortable handlebar 

• Improved filter system


